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Throughout the ages, the cardinal directions have remained a constant. 
We all know them, we all rely on them, and they help us find our way 
in the world. North, South, East and West are also map-hopping wonders filled with 
cultural symbolism, ancient beliefs and lore galore. In 2022, each of the four seasonal Art 
Wanders retreats will correspond with the points on the compass. Beginning with True 
North, we’ll slow ourselves down, follow our internal compasses, align ourselves with the 
moment and realize we’re never truly lost if we follow our own True North.

Join this annual retreat weekend for camaraderie, creative projects, writing, and rest.
No art or writing experience is required for this guided and exploratory retreat. 

Due East, Gone South and Wild West continue the line up as the year unfolds.

Cost: Private rooms with private baths, all meals & materials are included. Just show up!
$485 single (12 available), $555 cottage (2 available)

Presence and process over perfection. All (and no) artistic and writing skills welcome! 
Includes all materials, lunch from Foster’s Market, beverages, and snacks. C

Claudia Fulshaw lives in Durham, is a graphic designer, artist, long-time 
wanderer and leader of retreats that combine Art, Spirit, Nature & Rest. Through 
fun and inspiring art projects, Claudia reminds us of how the arts afford us 
insights into our spirits and how this can influence our lives. Her personality 
fosters a warm, personal connection that will leave you energized and fed. 

Safety Precautions: Well of Mercy follows CDC guidelines. We will wear face masks and socially distance indoors.

Wintry Mix: True North
Find your True North using Art, Spirit, Nature & Rest as your Guides

with Claudia Fulshaw
at Well of Mercy Retreat Center, Hamptonville, NC

January 21-23, 2022 | Friday 5pm - Sunday 11am

This retreat will fill up! We’d love for you 
to attend so register ASAP to get a spot!

Deadline to register: Janaury  6, 2022


